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In most major luxury markets, from North America and Western Europe to South Korea, 2015 was remarkably similar
to 2014 in terms of Chinese visitor trends.
As they have for the past several years, Chinese tourists more than 60 million of whom ventured overseas in the first
half of the 2015 sought to avoid higher prices and enjoy better shopping experiences outside of China.
With the exception of their rising numbers, there were few major surprises along the way this year in established
tourism markets.
Rising star
However, this was not the case in Japan, which saw a tidal wave of Chinese tourists, property buyers and students hit
its shores in 2015.
T he number of Chinese tourists visiting Japan more than doubled this year, helping the country come within reach of
its goal 20 million tourist arrivals by 2020 well ahead of schedule.
But beyond simply showing up, Chinese shoppers in Japan have shown themselves to be exceptionally big spenders,
giving Japanese retailers as well as major luxury brands a welcome boost.
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According to T he Wall Street Journal, Chinese tourists accounted for nearly half of the $8.1 billion spent in Japan by
foreign visitors from July to September, an 82 percent increase year-over-year.

Considering Chinese tourists now enjoy easier and longer United States visas, an improved visa process in the
United Kingdom and could take advantage of a weaker euro, why did so many head to Japan this year?
Along with the usual currency and visa reasons a weaker yen did attract a number of Chinese travelers this year
Japan is quite simply better placed than almost any other global luxury market to continually attract Chinese
shoppers.
T he country has flagships from virtually every luxury brand and some of the world's best multi-brand stores, and
famously high customer service standards.
But beyond that, homegrown Japanese brands spanning electronics and jewelry to cosmetics and apparel are also
massively popular among Chinese shoppers.
In addition, this year Japan was able to take advantage of a dip in Chinese tourism to nearby South Korea,
exacerbated by the MERS crisis.
T he question for Japan's Chinese tourist boom remains: Will it continue in 2016?
Ship shape?
T his is always a tough one to answer, particularly for anyone who remembers fall 2010, when in the wake of a major
diplomatic spat between Japan and China over uninhabited but mutually claimed islands Japan saw previously
strong Chinese arrivals vanish, seemingly overnight, much to the delight of South Korea.
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If the current status quo of decent relations stays intact in 2016, expect the number of Chinese arrivals in Japan to
stay strong.
T hat said, owing to the rising popularity of cruise trips, we will likely see more low-end visitors in the year ahead, not
just affluent luxury shoppers.
But, given the perennially hair-trigger nature of Sino-Japanese relations, no smart brand should shift its focus
completely towards Asia.
T HE FACT of the matter remains that Chinese travelers will remain a strong driver of sales worldwide for years to
come, and Japan's recent success does not necessarily come at the expense of North American or European
revenue.
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